
Always remember:
If you smell gas or experience 
another emergency, call 
800-880-PSEG (7734),
or call 911.

Currently, we are performing underground gas 
construction work to maintain/upgrade gas mains and 
services at or near your residence. 

If you have questions or would like a detailed explanation of 
the project, please call us directly at the phone number below 
and leave a message.

PSE&G is committed to providing safe, reliable 
natural gas to our customers. This requires 
maintaining, repairing or installing gas mains 
and services in the neighborhoods we serve. 

For information about final lawn and/or pavement 
restoration, look inside! And, as always, we are glad to 
be of service and appreciate your patience and 
understanding as we finalize our work!

We’re working in
your neighborhood!



During this
process your
gas will be shut
off and your meter may
need to be relocated
and/or replaced.

For more information on 
what streets will be 
impacted and when, visit
www.pseg.com/gaswork.

Attention!

We will contact you to arrange a date

and time to do the work. Customers can

expect to be without  gas service for

about 4 hours. 
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For questions, call the telephone number on the front of this doorhanger.

To view this in Spanish, visit www.pseg.com/gaswork.

What you can expect 
               before, during and after the 
       final lawn and pavement restoration process ...

PSE&G will remove any concrete, asphalt, soiI or other debris within three days of completing 

our initial phase of work. Final restoration is impacted by a variety of factors, which we’ve 

listed below. Also, keep in mind that the timing and manner in which final repairs are 

completed can be affected by weather conditions and county/municipal review.

CONCRETE:
Initially, we must repair sidewalks, driveway aprons and other concrete areas with temporary asphalt. That’s to give the ground 
enough time to settle. At the completion of the project, we will return to make final repairs. Customers will be notified in advance.

LANDSCAPING: 
Any lawn areas, shrubs or other vegetation affected by our work will be restored. Grass areas will be raked and seeded. Work 
performed in winter will be restored in the late Spring to ensure that everything grows back as it should.

ASPHALT:
When the work is completed, we will leave the area paved with temporary asphalt to make the excavation safe. This is not the 
final condition of the pavement.  At the completion of the project, we will return to make final repairs. Customers will be 
notified in advance.
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